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Tense or Temporal Logic

TI1is introduction provi'des some motivational and historical background.
Basic fonnal issues of propositional tense logic are treated in Section 2. Section 3
gives a glimpse of a number of related f-urther topics.

1.1 Motivation and Terminology

Thomas Miiller
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1. Introduction
The logic of time is a subfield of logic of special philosophical interest. Its development in the twentieth century is connected with issues in metaphysics, the
philosophy of langllage, philosophy of science, the philosophy of logic, and
action theory. But tense logic, also called temporal logic, is interesting from a
purely fom1al point of view as welL It played a decisive role in the development
of modal logic, and it continues to play an in1portan t role in theoretical computer
scie~1ce and in many applications.
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Arthur Prior, who initiated the fonnal study of the logic of lime in the 1950s,
called lus logic tense logic to reflect his underlying motivation: to advance the
philosophy of time by establishing formal systems that treat the tenses of nat\lrallanguages like English as sentence-modifying operators. While many other
formal approaches to temporal issues have been proposed h1 the meantime, Priorean tense logic is still the natural starting point. Prior introduced four tense
operatm·s that are traditionally v.rritten as follows:
P
H
F

G

it ·was the case that (Past)
it has always been the case that
it will be the case that (Future)
it is always going to be the case that

Tims, a sentence in the past tense like 'Jolm was happy' is analysed as a temporal
modification of the sentence 'John is happy' via the operator 'it was the case thai:',
and can be formally expressed as 'P HappyO'olm)'.
While the syntax of the tense operators is analogous to that of a simple
one-place operator like negation, their semantical interpretation transcends the
··territory-of-standard-e~tensionallanguages! tense·oper-ators-a.Fe-Hot truth func-tional (obviously one cannot compute the truth value of a temporally modified
sentence from the truth value of the munodified sentence alone), and tense logic
is accordh1gly an intensional logic, or a modal logic in the wider sense.
Typical foundational questions of intensional logic acquire a specific tvv:ist
when applied to tense logic. Once one considers tense to be part of the content
of a proposition modified by a tense operator, one has to become clear on the
meaning of an tmmodified sentence. Basically there are two options: the tense
operators could form something that is tensed out of material that is not yet
tensed, or they could modify sometlung that is already tensed. The plausibility
of iterated tense operators ('it was the case that it was the case that it is raining')
points towards option two: unmodified propositions should be considered to
be in the present tense, not tenseless. Such a view was held by a number of
ancient and medieval logicians starting with Aristotle (in fact, an additional
motivation for the development of tense-logical systems was the hope that they
could contribute to the exegesis and understanding oflustorical texts, especially
on the much-discussed issue of fnture contingents). Furthermore, the view that
mm1odified propositions are already tensed accords well with the grammatical
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fom1 of the sentences expressing unmodified propositions like 'John is happy'
in English, which are in the present tense. However, tlus seems to make trouble
for the traditional idea that a proposition has a truth value simpliciter. Frege for
one took this as so basic that he argued thnt aU common unmodified sentences
are elliptical, expressing a proposition that in fact contains a time index ('John is
happy on January 8, 2010, 1:07pm GMT', with the 'is' interpreted as a tenseless
copula). The idea that an ideally rational language should not make a difference
between past, present, and future is indeed a motif found in a variety of philo<=nr>hPr<= ranging from Spinoza to the logical
of the twentieth century.
Tense logic, on the other hand, invites one to view o11e and tl1e same proposition
as tru.e at one time, yet false at another. This was
Prior's view. Writers
who wish to mnke a metaphysical point about this are perhnps more likely to
use Prior's originnl tem1'tense logic' than otl1ers, who may prefer the somewhat
more neutral terms 'temporal logic' or 'the logic of time'.

1 .2 Tense Logic and the History of Formal Modal Logic
As just mentioned, modem logicians did not commonly take modalities and
tenses to be elements of the logical form of a proposition. Frege, continuing the
Kantian tradition, completely banished modalities from that part of a sentence
that was considered amenable to logical analysis. The late nineteenth century
saw some work on the fonnalization of modalities; formal modal logic proper
is mostly considered to begin with C. I. Lewis' early twentieth century investigations into the logic of conditionals leading, e.g., to the well-known systems S4
and·Ss. 1 These system:s ofmodalilieswere·-chara-cterized-syntaclically.
A semantic interpretation for these systems was not established until much
later. The key step towards an adequate semantics, which occurred to a number
of philosophers and n1athematicians more or less simultaneously in the 1950s,
was to allow for different states of affairs (often called 'possible worlds') in one
single semantic model, and to impose a relational structure on them. Metaphorically this relation is often called an 'accessibility relation', butitjustexpresses the
relation of relative possibility: given a set W of worlds and the accessibility relation R (set-theoretically; a subset of W x W), if wRw', then w' is possible relative
tow.
then taken to be truth in all accessible worlds, and accordingly;
a sentence 0¢ ('it is necessary that rf/) is said to be true at w in a model iff for
all W 1 for which wRw', ¢ is true at w'. 0 is called a strong modal operator since it
corresponds to un.iversal quantification over accessible worlds. Dually; the weak
operator<> ('it is possible that') is defined via existential-quantification: o¢ is true
at w iff there is some w' with wRw' s. t.¢ is true at rv 1 •
In general, the accessibility relation R is hard to make concrete sense of; this
conceptual difficulty may account for the fact that formal semantics for modal
languages were developed rather late. TherelationR is however easy to interpret
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if the modalities involved are in fact tenses and the 'possible worlds' contain
information about the state of things nt different moments. In that cnse, the
'accessibility' relation is simply the relation> of temporal succession: Pep is true
at 111 iff there is some moment m1 for which m > m' and at which 4> is true. It is no
surprise, then, that some of the first ideas about a relational semantics for a modal
language can1e from tense logic. Many
correspondences between
modal formulae and conditions on relational structures -like the condition of
transitivity and the validity of FF¢ -+ FqJ, to be discussed in Section 2.1.2 belowcan be intuitively well motivnted by considering the structure of time, cf. e.g.,
[Prior, 1967]. In this way; tense logic facilitated the development of formnl modal
by providing a plnusible reading of the relational semantics. On the other
hand, tense logic is more complicated thnn the logic of necessity and possibility
(so-called alethic modnllogic) because it contains rwo interacting sets of modal
operntors, one for the future and one for the past, and because the interpretation
of tl1e future operator poses special problems (see Section 2.1.3 below). For a
detailed overview of the development of the semantics of temporal and modal
logic, cf. [Copeland, 2002] and [Goldblatt, 2005]. This history certainly contains
a wealth of material for a case study of the phenomenon of 'multiple discovery'.

2. Basic Formal Tense logic
Above we have already described informally the bnsic ingredients of the syntax
and semantics of tense logic. In fact there are many variants. Here we give some
basic information about proposifional tense
on point struch1res. (TI1ere
are
.
moi:ivationsrorouucfmg
inh~n'aTsf:iUdlires; d.,
e.g., [van Benthem, 1991] for a balanced overview. Reichenbnch introduced a
somewhat different analysis of tenses; for references see Sec lion 3.1. The predicate logic will be discussed very briefly in Section 3.3 below.) A more complete
overview of propositional tense logic can be found, e.g., in [Burgess, 20021 nnd
[Finger et al., 2002].
Syntax: Our common background for the following considerations is to assume
for the syntax
• a countable set Atoms of ntomic propositions p, q, r, .. .;
• the usual propositional operators:
{-.)and conjunction {A), and
defined from these, disjunction (V), tl1e conditional (-+)and the biconditional (-f*); we will also use the (defined) propositional constants TRUE
(T) and FALSE (...L)i
• a choice of temporal operators: Prior's original one-place strong
operators for past (H) and fulure (G) and, usually defined from these,
their weak duals P and F (see Section 2.1), and/or the tvvo-plnce
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connectives for 'since' (S) and 'until' (U) introduced by Kamp (see
Section 2.2).2
Semantics: 011 the semantic side, we will be working with
• a non-empty relational structure (W,R), also called a frame and often
written as (T, <) to suggest 'time' and the earlier-later relation.
Note that the latter notation suggests, e.g., transitivity of <,but in U1e minimal
setting with which we will start this is not yet required. In most cases, however,
we will assume a structure which could intuitively be a flow of time, i.e., we will
be working wiU1
• a non-empty sh·ict partial ordering of moments (T, <) as the underlying
frame; being a partial ordering, < is transitive (for all m, m',m" E T: if
1
11
111 < m' and 111 < 111 , then 111 < m") and irreflexive (for allm E T, m f:. m) 1
hence also asymmetric (for all m and m': if m < m', then m' f:. m); the
non-strict ordering :5, defined in the obviolls way (111 :s m' iff m < m' or
111 = m'), is antisymmetric (if 111 :5 m' and m' :5 111, then m = m');
• a model M = {T, <, V) based on the frame {T, <), which is that frame
together with a valuation V, which assigns to each p E Atoms the set
V (p) :; T of moments at which that atom is true in the modeL
In many cases the frame is assumed to have additional properties: most
commonly, one only considers such partial orderings that are

• backwards-lineat (also called 'left-linear' or 'future-branching', also
simply 'branching'), i.e., if 111 <

11

and 117 1 < n, then

(111

< m' or m

m' or

m' < m)
and very often one narrows this down further to orderings that are

• linear (or: trichotomous), i.e., for allm, m' E T, we have one of the three
following cases: m < m' or 111 = m' or m' < m.
The followh1g discussion is split into a longer part on Priorean (P I F) tense
logic (Section 2.1) and a much shorter part on tense logic with 'since' and 'until'
(Section 2.2).

2.1 Priorean (Past, Future) Tense Logic
As mentioned, Prior's motivation was to capture the notion of tense as a
sentence-modifying operator. He introduced the weak one-place modal operators P (past) and F (future) and their strong duals H (always in the pastj
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H¢ * ...... p...... q..) and.G (always in the future; G¢ *-.f-.¢). Prior was of the opinion that the semantics of these operators could not be given via model-theoretic
conditions, because the only way we could understand these conditions and the
underlying models was via our natural language and its informal counterparts
to these operators. He did however acknowledge the usefulness of a modeltheoretic approach for getting clear about frame conditions (see Section 2.1.2
below), and it has become customary to lay out the semantics of tense operators
in that fashion too. Prior's own 'internal' approach, which sticks to modal languages and increases their expressive power via special propositions (so-called
nominals) that characterize individual moments, ultimately led to the now flourishing field of so-called hybrid logic; cf. [Prior, 1967, Chapter V], [Prior and Fine,
1977) and, for an overview, [Blackburn, 2000) and [Areces and ten Cate, 2007].
Given a model M
{T, <, V) based on some frame (T, <} and a moment of
evaluation 111 E T, the truth conditions for a sentence ¢ are as follows (where
M, m F= q.. is to be read '¢is true in model JV( at moment m'): 3
•
•
•
•
•

If¢ = p E Atoms: M, m f= ¢iff 111 E V(p).
If¢ -.lfr: M, m f= ¢iff M, 111 .It 1/r.
If¢ Vr1 1\ lfrz: M, m F= rf; iff M, m F 1/r1 and ;V!, m F 1/tz.
If q.. = Hlfr: M, m f= q.. iff for allm' E T s.t. m' < m, we have ;V!, m' f= 1/r.
If q.. Glfr: M, m f= ¢iff for allm' E T s.t. m < m', we have ;v(, m' F 1/r.

.The more general notions of global truth, validity, and logical consequence are
then defined in the usual way:
• ¢is globally true in a model M
(T, <, \T) iff for allm E T, M, 111 F f/J.
We v.'l'ite M F= ¢.
• q.. is valid in a frame F = (T, <) iff¢ is globally true in every model based
on that frame. We write .F F ¢. Generalizing, ¢ is valid in a class of
frames :F iff it is valid in any frame from that class. We wrile :F F f/J
• ¢isalogicalconsequenceofasetlf!offornmlaeinamodelM = (T,<, V)
iff for all m E T, if JVl, m F= V' for all V' e If!, then ;V!, m F cP as well
(W f=M ¢).Again, this is generalized to frames (If! FF f/J) and classes of
frames (W
¢).
.Once a tense-logical language with the above semantics is available, one can
rephrase certain questions in the philosophy of time in a formal manner. For
exan1ple, does time have a beginning? Certainly some frames have a first
moment, while others don't. Can one express this fact tense-logically, as it were
'from within' the temporal structure? (It turns out that one can.) More generally,
it is interesting to see how much the tense-logical language can reflect about the
structure of the frames on which it is defined. One of the early queslions in the
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developme11t of tense logic, mirrored by similar questions in aletluc modal logic,
was about useful axiomatic systems and the correspondence of the validity of
tense-logical formulae and general properties of frames: such correspondences
can lead the way to compleL·e axiomatizations, in which the formulae derivable
syntactically from the axioms are exactly the formulae valid in a suitably characterized class of models. Most interestingly, this will be a class of models singled
out by simple conditions on the underlying frame, e.g., first-order conditions
like transitivity, density, the existence of a first moment, or the like. This issue,
generally, will be discussed in Section 2.1.2. In
which pertains to modal
tense logic, a further point of interest is the question of the adequacy of the
defuution of the F operator; for discussion see Section 2.1.3 below. We will
also discuss the treatment of the indexical 'now' (Section 2.1.4) and metric
aspects of tense logic (Section 2.1.5). But first, let us introduce the simplest tense
logic, Kt.

Furthermore, the .semantics supports rules of temporal generalization (corresponding to the necessitation rule in alethic modal logic) for both strong
operators, i.e.,:
• if¢ is a theorem, then so is H¢;
• if¢ is a theorem, then so is Gq;.
These are, twice, the standard axioms and ntles for a normal modal logic: tense
as laid out above is a normal bimodal logic. The fact that two sets of modal
operators are involved :immediately raises the question whether these modalities interact in any specific wa)r. After all, their semantics involves not two
independent relations, but just one relation and its converse. As one c<m check
easily, there are indeed two characteristic interaction axioms that follow from
the semantics given above (again these are valid in any model based on <my
frame): 5
¢---+ HFq':>

2.1.1 TheMihimal Tense Logic K,
Above we have laid out the semantics of tense logic. What would be a proper
axiomatic basis? Note that this style of approach turns the general historical
development upside down: historically, syntactic systems of axioms and rules
came much earlier than the semantics. Tense logic, however, has from the beginning been a rather semantically-driven field, in which intuitions about sensible
temporal structures take precedence over the choice of particular axioms. Still
one wants to know what that syntactic side looks like.
- By-the-definition-oHhesemantics g-iven-above;; it-is--clear -that-all propos-.
itional tautologies are tme in any model at any moment - thus, any useful
axiomatic basis for a tense logic should contain a set of axioms for the propositional calculus. As in basic propositional logic, so in propositional tense logic,
either by specifying axiom schemata (which are
an axiomatization can be
not themselves formttlae of the language, but characterize an infinite set of sucl1
fom1ulae), or concrete axioms Cwhicl1 are formttlae) together with a substitution
ntle (allowing for the unifom1 substitution of atomic propositions by arbitrary
fommlae). For sin1plicity's sake we choose to work with axiom schemata here,
even though we will be lax in sometimes calling them 'axioms'. 4
Over and above the propositional calculus, the semantics laid out above
guarantees, even in the most general case in which there are no conditions on
the relation < (not even transitivity), the validity of the K-axiom (the modal
distribution axiom) for each of tl1e strong operators, like in ·alethic modal logic
(cf. Chapter 11):
H(!{;---+ yr)-+ (H¢-+ Hyr);
G(</1 -+ yr) -+ (G¢ -+ G1fr).
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¢ ---+ GPr/J.

The minimal tense logic comprising just the mentioned axioms (a set of axioms
for propositional calettlus, the two K axioms for H and G, and the two interaction
axioms) and rules (modus ponens and the two rules of temporal generalization)
is called K 1, mimicking the name for tl1e nunimal normal monomodallogic, K
(so-called after its single characteristic axiom, whicl1 in tum is named after one
·ofthe·pioneers of-the·field,-SauFKripke). We write 'l-1~;r¢~for-'¢ is<~thtil~.+rem-of-
K1', and 'W I-K1 ¢'for'¢ can be proved fron1 WinK{.
One can show that the logic K1 is sound and complete with respect to the
class of all models based on all frames, i.e., that all theorems (formulae derivable
from the axioms) of the logic are validities (true at every moment in every model
based on any frame)- the soundness direction- and that every validity is also
in fact a theorern (weak completeness). Weak completeness corresponds to the
property that every single K1-consistent fommla (i.e., every formula from which
one cannot derive a contradiction in K1) is satisfiable. Kt is also strongly complete
w.r.t. tl1e class of all frames: if¢ is a logical consequence of w, then if; is also K 1provable from W. Strong completeness corresponds to the property that every
K1-consistent set of formulae is satisfiable.
Soundness can be proved fonnally~ as usually, by induction on the length of
a proo( i.e., by shov.ting that the m.entioned axioms are validities and that the
mentioned inference rules preserve validity; we have motivated such a proof
informally above. Completeness can be proved in a number of ways, e.g., via
the canonical model teclmique (cf., e.g., [Blackburn et al., 2002, pp. 205f.]).
The first completeness proof for K 1 is due to Lemmon; it is laid out, e.g., in
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[Burgess, 2002]. 6 Lemmon's proof in fact establishes that every K,-consistent
set of formulae is satisfiable on an irrcf/exive frame; we will comment on this
below.
Like many other useful modal logics, K1 also has the finite model property,
from which it follows that K 1 is decidable. The investigation of the computational
complexity of the satisfiability problem for various tense logics is an important
topic for theoretical computer science, with obvious repercussions for applications. To mention just one relevant result, the satisfiability problem for linear
transitive flows of time is NP-complete. For further results, cf. [Gabbay et al.,
1q94, Chapter 15.8).

2. 1 .2 Frame Conditions
Having studied the basic semantics, one can ask which modal formulae can
be used to express certain metaphysically interesting assumptions about a flow
of time - a task that provided much motivation for the early tense logicians
in the 1950s and 1960s. As Lemmon's completeness proof for K 1 shows that
any consistent set of K,-formulae is in fact satisfiable in a model based on an
irrcf/cxive frame, the class of all frames gives rise to the same tense logic as
the class of irreflexive frames. Thus, tense-logical formulae cannot single out
the irreflexive frames. This is one sign of the expressive limitations of tense
logic that was noticed early on. Insofar as irreflexivity is metaphysically interesting (it certainly is in connection with avoiding circularity: circular time is
reflexive), this is also a philosophically important negative result? Many other
metaphysically interesting conditions on frames can however be expressed
tense-logically; we will discuss the most prominent cases. More generally, one
can ask what the fundamental connections are between validity of formulae and
conditions on a class of frames; we will comment briefly on this at the end of this
section.
Transitivity: As one of the simplest cases, consider transitivity. It is easy to
check that the formula
FF¢ _,. F¢

(4)

(or in the contrapositive, Gl/r _,. GGI/r) is valid in all transitive frames. In fact
it defines the class of transitive frames: (4) is valid on a frame iff that frame is
tr<lnsitive. To prove the direction from right to left, le t F = (T, < ) be a transitive
frame and M = (T, < , V) a model based on F, and let m E T . If M, m p FF¢, then
by the semantic clause for F, there must be m', m" E T s.t. m ·< m', m' < m'' , and
; \,1, m" F= ¢.By transitivity, we also have 111 < m". (Note that while the notation
suggests this anyway, this does not hold for all relations <; transitivity is needed
a t this step.) Applying the semantic clause for F once more, we get M , m p F¢,
and thus (4). The direction from left to right can be proved contrapositively.
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Thus, let F = (T, <) be a frame that is not transitive, i.e., in which there are
m, m', m" E T for which m < m', m' < m", but m f.. 111". Now, let p be an atomic
proposition, and let V be a valuation for which V(p) = {m "}, i.e., according to V,
pis true only at m" and false at all other moments. By the semantic clau~e fl'r F.
we have M, m p FFp, but M, m ~ Fp; thus, for¢ = p, we have a coun terexa mple
to (4).
The fact that a tense-logical formula defines a certain class of fr<1mes does
not yet amount to a completeness proof for the respective extension of K 1. In
the present case, however, a completeness proof for K 1 can be extended fairl y
easily to show that the logic Kr4, i.e., the system of K 1 enriched by the axiom
(4), 8 is complete for the class of all transiti ve frames (and, by the remark ,1bnut
irreflexivity above, also for all partial orders). As the mirror image of (-1),
PP¢ _,. P¢

(4")

is also valid in all transitive frames, it must (by completeness) be prov<1ble from
(4) given the other a xioms. The proof amounts to about half a pagl' (cf .. e .g.,

[McArthur, 1976, Chapter 2] for this and other elem ent<~ry results).
In a similar vein, there are characteristic axioms and corresponding completeness results for man y other theoretically interesting and / l'r m etaphv<;iC<lllv
significant frame conditions.
Left Linearity (Past Non-Branching) I Right Linearity: Frames th<~t are left
linear (for all n, 111, m', if 111 < 11 and m' < n, then either 111 < m' or 111 ...., m'
or m' < 111) capture the widespread idea that the past is fixed while tlw future is
open. Left linearity, or past non-branching, is defined by the axiom
FP¢ _,. ( F¢ v ¢ v P¢ l.

<LL!Nl

Many applications of tense logic in computer science as v.·ell as in philosophy presuppose left linearity, but allow for future branching (often just called
'branching'); e.g., left-linear frames form the basis for the Ockhamist tempomodal language to be discussed below. We w ill give a rather philoso phica ll y
tinted overview of branching time in Section 2.1.3.
Right linearity (future non-branching) is defined by the mirwr im;1ge of
(LLIN),
(R U N)
PF¢--> (P¢ v ¢ v F¢l.
Linearity (Trichotomy): Linearity amounts to backward and forwa rd li nPMity9
Thus, linear frames are defined, e.g., by the above ax ioms takl'll tl' ?;Pthcr, i.e.,
LUN A RUN .

I! IN\

It seems fair to say that linear tense logics are the most well-studied ones, and
many specific applications have been developed on the basis of linear time.
[Kamp, 1968] established a number of significant results early on.
First/Last Moment: The formula
G.l v FG.l

(LASTMO)

defines frames with a last moment (some m E T for which there is nom' E T s.t.
111 < m ' ): at a moment that has no successors, in fact any formula starting with
'G' is vacuously true. Similarly, the mirror image

HJ.. v PH.l

<FIRSTMO)

defines frames in which there is a first moment. These two conditions are
obviously independent, i.e., one can hold in a frame without the other also
holding.
No First/Last Moment: Frames in which there is no last moment (for all m E T
there is some m' E T such that 111 < m'), also called serial (or, more precisely,
right serial), are defined by the formula
G¢ ___,. F</J;

(NO LAST)

H¢

(NO FIRST)

the mirror image
---+

P¢

defines frames without a first moment, also called left-serial. (The shorter formulae FT and PT, respectively, also do the job.) In alethic modal logic, the axiom of
this form, 0¢ ---+ <></J, is sometimes called D (for 'deontic' : given a deontic reading
of the modalities, it expresses the desirable condition that what is obligatory is
also permitted). Again, the two conditions for past and future are independent.
Density: A dense frame is one in which there is a moment between any two
given ones: for all m, m' E T there is some rr E T s.t. m < 11 < m'- The rational
numbers are a well-known example of a dense ordering (in fact, any countable
dense linear ordering without minima or maxima is isomorphic to the rationals).
The axiom
F¢

---+

FF¢

(DENSE)

defines dense frames. In fact K 14 together with (LIN) and <DENSE) is sound
and complete w.r.t. the class of dense linear orders. Again, like in the case of
transitivity, this means that there must be a proof for the temporal mirror image
of the axiom,
P.P ---+ PP¢,
(DENSE')
:\34

which is also valid in all dense linear orders; as in the case of transitivity, the
proof involves a little work.
Discreteness: In contradistinction to density, discreteness again splits into two
cases, one claiming the existence of immediate successors (for any m ome nt 111 e
T that is not maximal, there is some m' E T for which 111 < m' and tlwrE' is no
nET s .t. m < n < m' ) and the existence of immediate predecessors (the mirn'r
image). The formula
(</J

1\

H¢)

---+

FH¢

lRDTSCR)

defines right-discrete frames that have immediate successors, as is easy to check:
if a moment doesn't have an immediate successor, like the number 0 in the rea ls,
then it is possible to verify the antecedent (setting </J to be true up until and
including the moment 0) and falsify the consequent (setting </J to b ~· false at
every moment after 0). The mirror image

(</J

1\

G¢) ___,. PG<jJ

<LDISC R)

defines left-discrete frames that have immediate predecessors.
Characterizing Number Systems: All of the common number systems ,1re linear orders. Can they be captured tense-logically? From what was said above it
is clear that we can characterize dense linear orders without endpoints, like the
rationals (IQl) . In fact the extension of the a xiom system K 1 by (LIN ), (NOFIRSTl,
(NOLAST), and <DENSE) is sound and strongly complett> w ith res p ~·d t<> the
class of dense linear orders without endpointsHl In that tense-logical sv ~ tem,
a nice result by Hamblin shows that there are only 15 different combina ti(>nS
of the four tense operators, i.e., any sequence of tense operators, no matter its
length, reduces to one of these 15 basic tenses [Prior, 1967, Chapter 3]. 11
Similarly to the case of the rationals, tense-logical characterizations exist f\lr
the natural numbers, the integers, and the re<lls. The relevant propt>rtv o f the
reals, over and above linearity, density, and no endpoints, is Ded ekind continuity, i.e., the absence of 'gaps' in the ordering. (Dedekind continuity is a
second-order notion.) If a formula </J is first true and then false, then th ere has t\l
be either a last moment a t which it is true, or a first moment at which it is f11 lse.
That property is characterized by the axiom
mED EKlND)
Indeed, this formula is refutable in the rationals, which has gap<; at irration a l
numbers like v'2. Let¢ be true for 111l 111 E Q for which m < Ji and fal"e for all
m with m > v'2_ (so a truth value has been defined for all111 E Cl). Th en a t 0. th e

antecedent is true (¢will be true, e.g., at 1, and forever false
e.g., 2 on),
but the consequent is false, as one can check easily. In a Dedekind continuous
ordering, on the other hand, this cannot happen; if the antecedent is true, then
so is the consequent.
In order to characterize the natw·al numbers, one needs, over and above the
presence of a first and the absence of a last moment, an axiom guaranteeing that
between any two moments there is only a finite number of moments. This splits
in two parts, the condition of future finite intervals
G(G¢-+ ¢)-+ (FG¢-+ G¢)

(FFIN)

and its temporal mirror in1age,
H(H¢ -> ¢) -+ (PH¢ -+ H¢).

(PFIN)

In order to refute (FFIN), one needs a moment at which G(G¢ -+ ¢) and FG¢.
are true but G¢ is false. The latter means that there has to be at least one future
moment at which¢ is false. Given the truth of FG¢, on a frame with finite future
intervals there has to be a last such moment; at that moment, G¢ holds. But then
by G(G¢ -+ ¢),¢has to be tme at that moment, a contradiction. Thus (FFIN)
holds on all frames with finite future intervals; and similarly for (PFIN).
Summing up, the following extensions of K1 characterize the common
number systemsin the sense that they provide sound and strongly com~
plete axiomatizatioi:1sHof the respective- frtm\esiSee;-e:g:~[Segerberg,-E571Ti\nd
[I-Iodkll1son and Reynolds, 2007]):
•
•
•
•

The natural numbers (N): (LIN), (FIRSTMO), (NOLAST), (PFIN), (FFJN) •.
The integers (Z): (LIN), CNOFlRST), (NOLAST), (PFIN), (FFIN).
The rationals (Q): (LIN), (NOFIRST), (NOLAST), (DENSE).
D1e reals OR): (LIN), (NO FIRST), CNOLAST), (DENSE), (DEDEKIND).

General Remarks on Correspondence: The metalogical properties of tense
logic can be best understood by relating tense logic explicit! y to first-order logic.
Indeed the semantic clauses given above can be used to establish a direct correspondence via the so-called standard h·nnslntion, which associates a monadic
first-order fonnula ST,...(¢) with one free variable x with each tense-logical formula ¢. Corresponding to every atomic proposition p, q, r, .. ., the first-order
language has a one-place predicate P, Q, R, ...:
•
•
•
•
•

If¢= p, p atomic: ST.,(¢)= P(x).
If¢ -njr: ST,...(¢) = -.ST,...(yr).
If¢ 1fr1 1\ 1/!2: STx(¢) = STA1frl) 1\ ST,...(1/rz),
If¢= H1jr: STx(¢) = Vy (y < x-+ STy(1/r)), where y is a new variable.
If¢= G1jr: STx(if>) Vy (x < y-+ STy(1/r)), where y is a new variable.

D1is translation establishes a link between the 'local' tense-logical perspective of
evaluating formulae at moments, with fom11.1lae that are tn1e or false at moments,
and the' global' first-order perspective on a relational structure (the model), with
. open formulae that are true or false of the elements of the structme. This shift
·of perspective allows one to bring to bear many tools of standard model theory
and algebraic semantics.
The two most important observations resulting from this shift of
perspective are:
• In the standard translation, one only really needs t-wo different variables.
PrloieanlenseTogicTs T:herefore contained~m tb:e twu-variahhdra-gmenr-of first-order logic. This explains its expressive limitations, on the one
hand, and its decidabillty; on the other.
• Completeness for a class of frames is a second-order notion, as it forces one
to quantify over relational structures. D1is explains the incompleteness
of many temporal logics.

This perspective is developed nicely in [Blackburn et a!., 2002].
Some Difficulties: D1e discussion of the correspondence between temporal formulae and simple frame conditions so far may suggest that this is all smooth.
sailing. This wouJd however be too optimistic. First, there is no guarantee of
completeness - in fact, the first example of an incomplete modallogk given
by [D1omason, 1972}, was tense-logical. Second, we have already discussed the.
fact that irreflexivity cannot be captured by a temporal formula- and in fact, Priorean tense logic is severely limited in its expressiveness. A systematic reason
for this limitation can be seen from the interrelation ben-veen tense logic and
first-order logic.
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D1e technical considerations mentioned in this section all presuppose the
adequacy of the model-theoretic semantics for tense logic laid out above. As
mentioned, Prior had qualms about the model-theoretic presentation for meta. physical reasons. But he also raised important doubts about the semantics of the
F operator, which led to a number of alternative semantics.

2.1.3 The Semantics of the Future Operator
If the future opera tor is to 1ni:mic the use of the fu h.tre tense in natural language,
or to provide a basis for discussions in the philosophy of time, the symmetrical
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nature of the interaction axioms of K 1 may sl:rike one as inappropriate. Consider
first the axiom
rp-+ GP¢.

The validity of this formula follows directly from the semantics of Kt: if¢ is true
at 111, then either there is no m' > m, in which case the consequent is vacuously
true, or one picks some 111 1 > m, in which case m itself provides the soughtfor n1oment in the past of m' at which ¢ is true. And metaphysically speakiilg,
there seems to be nothing wrong with the follovving paraphrase according to
the
of Section 1.1: if 4> is true now, it is always going to be the case
that it was the case that 41 is true. Intuitively, we think of the present as well as
the
as fixed and unalterable, and the formula seems to express just sucl1 a
sentiment. But what about the temporal mirror image,
¢-+ HF¢?

The validity of this formula can be established in exactly the same way as for
its mirror
given that ¢ is true at m, either there is no m' < m (so that
the consequent HF¢ is vacuously true), or one chooses some such 111 1 < m, for
which 111 > m' then witnesses the truth of the consequent. But what about the
corresponding paraphrase: if ¢ is true now, it has always been the case that
it will be the case that ¢ is tme? This seems to suggest the dubious view that
whatever is so now, was going to be so anyway. And that is not in accord with our
which we acknowledge indeterminism of various forms.U
The point here is not that we ha~e to ~;~ume indeterminism and therefore n\e
formula is inadequate. h1determinism is a strong metaphysical thesis, and it
should be open to discussion. The point is just that the formula seems to make
such a discussion impossible.
But is the formula really metaphysically inappropriate? Is the paraphrase
appropriate at all?·Does F express something close to the future tense- and not
soJ:nething; like 'it may be the case that'? The point is important and
subtle. Since the formula is simply a validity, there are two ways to go: either to
adhere to the interpretation of F as 'it will be the case tl1at' and to show that the
formula is no tin fact philosophically inappropriate (or at least, not inappropriate
in certain important cases), or to interpret F differently and to give a different
semantics for a more adequate future operator.
As to the first option, once one restricts attention to linear frames, the problems vanish: there is no branching, just a single linear chain of future moments.
Both interaction axioms have exactly the same status, there is no remaining
philosophical issue. Linear frames are important in many applications, and
they are
well studied in computer science. Are non-linear, branching frames ever needed? There is certainly room for debate. However, one fairly
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obvious philosophical argument will not do: the fact that we experience the flow
of tirne as linear, and that we give names (viz., dates and times) to moments in a
linear fashion, proves nothing. It is simply a conceptual truth that we experience
one moment at a tirne, not multiple incompatible moments at once.
In the absence of a conclusive argument for restricting attention to linear
frames describing only a single possible future (thus, a deterministic flow of
time), tense logic should be open towards other flows of time -and especially
towards ones that incorporate the idea of an open future. The struggle for a
suitable semantics for the future operator occupied a central place in the early
development of tense logic. Prior, who was also iilterested in questions of freedom and predestination, rejected the basic semantics for Kt given above. Indeed
his first approach to the topic ([Prior, 1957]) resulted in a fairly complicated predicate logical system in which reference to nonexistent entities was a major issue.
(The problem is still there to haunt temporal predicate logic.)
In the propositional case that we are dealing with here, there are two main
"-"r'nr1ns for alternative semantics, which are known as 'Peircean' and 'Ockhamist', after the nineteenth-century American philosopher C. S. Peirce and the
medieval logician William of Ockham whom Prior ([Prior, 1967]) cited as sources
of inspiration. Both alternative semantics for Fare based on frames that are backwards linear (left lli<ear), so that the past operator P, based on a linear past, poses
no additional difficulties.
In a backwards linear frame {T, <),also called branching rime, one can single
out the set Hist of maximal linear subsets (maximal chains) ofT. These maximal
linear subsets are called histories, the idea being that a ma-ximal cl1ain pictures a
complete posSib"lecourse orevents: a possibl~·mstmy oftheworld:-The set'ofall
histories containing a moment m, which is a subset of Hist, is written Hm; this
set may be viewed as the set of all possible futu.res of 111 complemented by the
past of m and m itself. Single histories are denoted h, h' etc. Histories h, h'
are called undivided at a mom.ent m (h =m h') iff they share a moment m' that is
properly later than that moment·(m' > m). On plausible topological conditions
on (T, <), =m is an equivalence relation inducing a partition of Hm that may be
thought of as the set of immediate future possibilities atm.
From backwards lli•earity it follows that the set of histories gets smaller as
time progresses: if 111 < m', then Hm 2 Hm'· This accords well with our intuitions
about the flow of time excludii1g ever more of the once open possibilities; witness, e.g., the notion of a missed opportunity, or the wisdom in 'no use crying
over spilt milk'. The Peircean and the Ockhamist semantics for F both make use
of the notion of histories in branching time models, but they differ as to the role
that histories play.U
Peircean F: The discussion of the controversial interaction axiom ¢ -+ HF¢
also reveals another counterintuitive feature of the K 1 semantics for F: too many

future-tensed sentences tum out to be true. If¢ ·will be true in one history from
Hm and ....,¢ in another, tl1en both F¢ and F-.¢ count as tTue at m - even if ¢
explicitly pertains to a specific date. This clashes with our idea that at a certain
date, things will be one way or other, but not both ways. How then could both
F¢ and F....,¢ be true? The Peircean idea is to make many fewer future-tensed .
sentences true by considering a future-tensed sentence FPeirce¢ to be true exactly
if¢ will be true no mntterwhnt-i.e., if it will be h·ue in all (currently still) possible ·
histories. Fom1ally:14
• If ¢ = Fpeirce 1/r: ;VI, m I= ¢ iff for all h
m < m' and M, m' I= 1/r.

E

Hm there is some m'

E

h s. t.

While this move resolves the problem of inconsistent truths about the future,
it makes nonsense of many of our other ideas about the future. E.g., when I
bet that it will rain tomorrow, I am not saying that tl1ere .is no chance that it
won't rain- I am just claiming that it is actually going to rain. Indeed, in betting, '
one of the main points seems to be that both parties agree that the outcome is
contingent, not fixed one way or other- that's part of the fun! But if I say that
it will rain tomorrmv, and I acknowledge that it could fail to rain, then on the·
Peircean semantics I am contradicting myself: for a future-tensed sentence to be.
true, there cannot be a possible history on which it is false. It seems that too few.
future-tensed sentences are true on the Peircean reading.
Ockhamist F: The Ockhamist semantics was sketched by Prior ([Prior, 1967])
and developed fully by Thomason ([l'homason,_l9Z01_[IltQ_m<l,son,_l2§:!]). It
amotmts to a substantial revision of the standard semantics. The basic idea is
to evaluate a formula not just at a moment, but at a moment/history pair mj/1
(where 111 E h).15 As histories are linear by definition, the past and future tense
operators are again synu11elrical, like in Kt:
= 1-11/r: M, m/h I= ¢ iff for all m'
M,m' I= 1/r.
• If¢ = Gift: M,tnjh I= ¢ iff for all 111 1
Nt, m' I= 1{1.

• If¢

E

h s. t. m' < 111, we have

E

h s.t. m <

m', we have

In the clause for 1-1, the requirement that m' E It is in fact superfluous since Tis
backwards linear anyway but in the clause for G, the requirement does some
useful work. The derived semantic clause for F (remember that F¢ #- -.G-.¢),

= F1/r: ;VI, mfh
lvt, m' != 1/r,

• if ¢

1=

¢ iff there is some m'

E

h s.t. m < m' and

shows that the problem of inconsistent futures for the same date vanishes: histories, being linear, are consistent. Furthermore, it becomes possible to combine
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tense and modalitfby defining the so-called hisl-oricalmodaHties 'Pass' and 'Sett'
· (for 'possibly' and 'it is settled that'):
• If¢ Sett 1/r: M,m/h I= ¢ ifffor all h' E H 111 , M,m/lt' 1= 1/r.
• If¢= Pass 1/r: .Nt,mjh I=¢ iff there is some h' E H 111 s.t. M, m/h' != 1/r.
As can be seen from these semantic clauses, Pass is the dual of Sett, and could
as \·'lell be introduced as an abbreviation (Pass¢ :#- -.Sett -.¢ ).
,
On the Ockhamist semantics,¢ -+ HF¢ is valid, but that doesn't cause any
interpretational difficulties anyrnore, since a (linear) history has to be specified.
The deterministic sentiment connected ·with that fommla in basic tense logic is
now expressed more clearly as¢ -+ HSett F¢, and that formuJa is not a validity.
Given the historical modalities, it is possible to define the Peircean Fin the
Ockham:ist framework:

· So, if we do want to talk about inevitable fu.ture happenings in the Ockhamist
framework, we can do that- but the framework is vastly more expressive. Does
the Ockhamist solution therefore deliver the adequate semantics for the future
tense? Opinions are divided. The main technical and philosophical issue is the
question of the initialization of the h parameter in a stand-alone sentence. In
standard tense logic, there is one mobile parameter, m. This parameter is shifted
by the tense operators. In a stand-alone sentence, uttered at a moment of con. text me, m gets its initial value from that context: one starts evaluating with
··iti ;:;;Ttt(:. Now-fof a stand:·a.lone·sentence containing a:rrOckhamisrfuture-oper~-·
a.tor, we also need a history h to evaluate its truth vahte- but where do we get
that history from? One idea is that the context also furnishes a 'histmy of the
context': the real future. But arguably that vvi.lllead to a collapse of branching
time to linear tUne: if there is a 1.mique real fttture, isn't the rest of the model
just sugaring? (See [Belnap et al., 2001) for discussion, and [Belnap, 2007] for a
detailed and systematic, general overview of parameters of h'Uth.) Thomason
·([Thomason, 1970]) suggests to use the teclmique of supervalualions to resolve
the issue. In supervaluational semantics, uninitialized parameters are quantified over, and a !:mth value is assigned only if the verdict is uniform; otherwise,
no truth value is assigned. Accordingly, if a stand-alone sentence is declared
.. to be true, it is also settled true. In this respect, supervalualional semantics
agrees vvith Peirceanism to a certain extent, but some of the unwelcome consequences of the semantics of FPeirce are avoided e.g., unlike in Peirceanism,
F¢ v F-.¢ does tum out to be a validity (the disjunction is true on every history). Still there seems to be a difference between truth and settled truth that the
supervaluational framework is unable to capture: the supervalualional framework is arguably unable to account for our assessment of bets. A bt>ttt>r option
:141

may therefore be fo say that a future-tensed sentence can simply fail to have
a truth value at its time of utterance, but later on (when more things have
become settled) it will be true to say that at the time of utterance, the sentence
was true {or false). That seems to accord better with the way we handle bets:
once the outcome is settled, we assess the bet- not earlier. {See [Belnap, 2001]
for technical details of such so-called double time references.) For some more
comments on the formal analysis of tense in natural languages, see Section 3,1
below.
Time and Modality: We have seen that the Ockhamist framework affords a .•
well-integrated notion of (historical) possibility and necessity based on branching time. For the record, there are also purely temporal interpretations .of
possibility and necessity, and these played an important role in the development of tense logic and in its application to historical sources. One idea is to call ·
that necessary which is now and will always be:
DD¢ :.;:> (¢A G¢).

This interpretation has been claimed to capture the notion of necessity in the
writings of the Stoic philosopher Diodorus Cronus, and is accordingly called
tl1e Diodorean modality. Note that tl1is modality also makes sense in linear ti'me;
A similar notion of necessity that has been related to the works of Aristotle,
the so-called Aristotelian modality; identifies necessity with truth at all times;
in linear tin1e:
Cf., e.g., [Rescher and Urquhart, 1971, Chapter 1] for some pointers to source
texts.
2.1.4 l11e Indexical 'Now'
In English, words like 'I', 'you', 'here' and 'now' are special because their reference depends on l:he context of utterance. The semantical analysis of such
indexical expressions went hand in hand with the development of tense logic,
because the tenses themselves are indexical: past and future localize events relative to the present moment that 'now' refers to. \tVhether the sentence 'It was
raining yesterday' is true or false depends on the weather on tl1e day before the
utterance is made, which may differ for different utterances of the same sentence..
Can one get rid of this indexical context dependence? As m~ntioned, Frege suggested that an explicit date could always be substitutedi Russell considered a·
token-reflexive analysis in which l:he content would refer back to the utterance
act producing the sentence token. These approaches were however later seen to
be inadequate vis-a-vis l:he phenomenon of so-called essential indexicality. Prior
([Prior, 1959]) gave the following example: when I say 'thank goodness that's
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over', what I am thankful for is not that something is finished before a certain
date (I knew that all along), nor that something is finished before a certain utterance of mine (what a weird thing to be thankful for). Rather, it seems to be the
tiring's being past, an indexical feature, that I am thankful for. (Cf., e.g., [Perry,
1977] for more on essential :inexicality, and [Mellor, 1998] and [Oaklander and
Smith, 1994] for a discussion of consequences for the philosophy of time.)
·Given that indexicality won't go away; semantic analysis has to make room
· for it. The si'mple rule for 'now' is the following:
• If¢ = Now 1/r: Jvt, me, m != ¢ iff M,mc, me

!= 1/r.

Thus, the 'Now' operator (sometimes also written 'J', from the German 'jetzt')
· simply shifts back the moment of evaluation 111 to the moment of the context, me
{which has here been mentioned explicitly as a parameter of evaluation as well).
. Does the presence of this operator enhance the expressive power of tense
.logic? Kamp ([Kamp, 1971]) gave a proof that 'Now' can in fact be eliminated
from propositional tense logic- the relevant observation is that the operator
is redundant at the beginning of a stand-alone sentence, and that there are
· transformations of propositional tense-logical fommlae into a normal form that
·always puts 'Now' up front. The operator is however not eliminable in quantified tense logic, nor in the context of propositional attitudes (cf. [Burgess,
2002, pp. 32f.]).
The insights gained from tl1e formal study of 'Now' have been generalized
_in various treatments of indexical semantics, sometimes known as 'twodimensional semantics'; note that that term is used in a number of different ways.

· 2.1.5 Metric Operators and Atr
The P and F operators, Ockhamist or not, do not distinguish between the near
and the far past, or future. We do, for obvious reasons we want to be able say
tl1at it will rain tomorrow, or on New Year's Eve 2025; not just that it wi11 rain
sometime or other.
If time is discrete, as is presupposed in many computer science applications,
- then !:here is a natural way of defining a 'previous time' and 8 'next time' opera tor
. (sometimes written 'Y' and 'X', for 'yesterday' and 'next'), and one can build up
further operators from these. In general, however, there is no natural'next time'.
Still, metric tense operators have some popularity; they were extensively used
by Prior ([Prior, 1967]). Such operators are often written Px and
and there are
5uggestive combination axioms such as, e.g.,

. sometimes with real numbers, sometimes with integers as index. Tn order to
. have a well-defined semantics for these operators, the underlying; models need

to have an appropriate metric sl:ructure- e.g., all ofthe model's histories can be
required to be isomorphic to the reals. Such structure can also be used to define
'Af 1' operators for indicating dates and limes. In an Ockhamist framework, these
operators will shift the moment of evaluation along the current history to the
moment on that history that has the appropriate dock time. As one can see, it
pays to distinguish the elements of the partial ordering (T, <) from clock times:
there can be many incompatible elements ofT at one and the same clock
in
different histories. Calling the elements ofT 'limes' tends to blur this distinction,
which is why we call the elements ofT 'moments'.
Formal details about 'At,' are given, e.g., in [Belnap et al., 2001, Chapter 8].

2.2 Temporal Logic with 'Since' and 'Until'
Hans Kamp not only contributed to fue formal study of indexicals starting vvith
'now', but also introduced two more general operators into temporal'logic:
'Since' (S) and 'Until' (U). Due to their
expressive power these operators have fonnd widespread application and are often taken as basic in advanced
approaches to temporal logic. (Details of the semantics differ somewhat between
the computer science and philosophy communities; we'll stick to the philosophy convention of [Kamp, 1968]. Cf. [Pnueli, 1977] for the origin of the other
tradition.)
S and U are tw·o-place operators; nnlike Prior's connectives, they do not
. modify_.<!_s_~le S~I\t.<:I~e,_~t combine two sentences in a temporally
way, in analogy with conjtmction~ Wlille one can ruso .fil'td 1:neniWr11:ten in itl.f'ix'
notation like conjunction, they are mostly written in prefix notation with explicit
parentheses, and we adopt that convention. S("ifrl, 1/12) means that there was a
past moment at which Vrt was true, and that if/2 has been true since then; U is
the temporal mirror image. Formally, the clauses are the following:
• If¢= S(Vrlr Vr2): M, 111 f= ¢iff there is some 111 1 E T s.t. m' < m for which
ivt,m' f= 1/11, and for all 11 for which m' < n < 111, we have J\IC 11 f= Vr2·
• If¢= U(1Jrl, Vf2): M,111 f= ¢ iffthere is some m1 E T s.t. m < m' for which
J\11, 111 1 f= V'lr and for all n for which 111 < 11 < m', we have }v(, n f=
If the S and U connectives are present, the Priorean connectives can be defined

easily:
•
•
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P(p :{} S(¢, T);
F¢ :<::> U(¢, T).

Also the 'previous. time' and 'next time' operators mentioned in Section 2.1.5
above are definable (obviously these definitions make good sense only if the
1mderlying flow of time is discrete):
·
• Y¢ :{} S(¢,j_);
• X¢:{} U(¢,j_).
Kamp introduced these connectives in his study of linear orders [Kamp, 1968].
It is customary to presuppose linear time (i.e., a model based on a linear
frame) when cliscussmg S and U. For the tense logic of Dedeki11d complete
Kamp showed that in fact any temporal operator that has a firstlinear
order lTUth definition can be defined on the basis of S and U. This important,
early expressiveness result can be extended to linear orders generally, using
an alternative set of connectives named after Jonathan Stavi (cf. [Gabbay et al.,
1994, Chapter 6.3.9]).
The rich logic of Sand U has been sh1died closely, especially vvith respect to
computer science applications. For a detailed overview cf., e.g., [Finger et e1l.,
2002].

In terms of vievving temporal logic as a fragment of first-order logic via the
standard translation, it tums out that the tense logic with 'since' and 'nntil'
is contained in the three-variable fragment. (A look at the semantic clauses
already suggests as mucl1.) As Priorean tense logic is already contained in the
two-variable fragment, the greater expressive power of 'since' and 'until' (as
well as of the Stavi connectives) can readily be accounted for. Since that greater
expressiYI:!.J?O':Y:..eris 1Jo1:1:ght 9t
of a rather modest increase in complexity,
since-nntil-logics are used in many
" -·
~-·~·-

3. Some Further Topics
TI1e overview of temporal logic given here is necessarily limited. We briefly look
at a number of selected further topics.
·

3.1 Temporal Logic and Natural Languages
Is the tense-logical approach laid out here a useful approach to capturing
tl1e temporal phenomena of natural language? Certainly consideration of the
English or Latin system of tenses has provided important motivation for the
development of tense logic, but those logical systems also have an independent
systematic interest- adequacy with respect to the lmguistic facts is not necessarily crucial. Still it is interesting to ask how close the match really is between the
fom1al systems and natural languages. (In what follows we stick to a discussion
of English, which is sufficiently rich to point out the main issues.)

There are at least two ways in which one can understand the mentioned
question. Is tense logic an adequate representation of the English verbal tenses?
And if that is so, is tense logic also adequate vis-a-vis all the other temporal
features of English?
The answer to the first question in fact depends on what one understands by
'tense'. Traditionally, the English simple past, past continuous, perfect, present
tense, the 'vvill' future, etc., are all called tenses. Among linguists it has however
to limit the notion of tense to the specification of temporal
become
location relative to the present. In this narrow sense, tense logic is indeed
adequate as a fom1al means of expressing the English tenses- however, one
could almost say that this holds by definition. Still even here there is room
for debate. Reichenbach ([Reichenbach, 1947]), in an influential chapter on 'The
tenses of verbs', proposed a scheme h1 which a fixed number of three momentspoint of speech, point of reference, and point of event are used to analyse all
verbal tenses. In comparison, tense logic appears to be both too weak (it only
allows for two moments to play a role in the analysis) and too strong (its recursive machh1ery allows tense operators to be iterated). Prior ([Prior, 1967, Ch. I.6]),
~m the other hand, while mentioning Reichenbach as one of the 'precursors of
tense logic', criticizes the non-recursiveness of the Reichenbachian scheme.
'-u"'"''L'"'"ll'IS the wider sense of 'tense', it is clear that tense logic by itself is
tmable to express the difference between, e.g., the simple past ('I made tea') and
the past continuous ('I was making tea'). Linguistically, this difference is considered to be not one of tense proper, but one of aspect: the simple past pictures
a happenh1g from the point of view of its completion (perfective aspect), while
the p~st~conHnuous- pictures a I1appenmgas iricomplete-(tm-p-erfe~ti:ve aspect).
Thus, an action that was never completed may be reported in the imperfective
aspect ('I was makh1g tea when the phone rang, I completely forgot about it <md
in fact never made tea'), but not in the perfective aspect.
a logic of aspect. For two rather
Tense logic is not, cmd was not meant to
different approacl1es to such a logic, see [Galton, 1984] and [van Lambalgen and
Hamm, 2005]. At any rate, it is dear that there is more to the temporal structure
of English and most, if not all other languages- them what is captured by the
formal framework of tense logic.

3.2 Tense Logic and Relativity Theory
Early on, tense logic was confronted vvith a scientific objection along the following lines: Tense logic, with its notion of past cmd future, is wedded to a
Newtonian picture of time and space that has become obsolete through the
advent of relativily theory. We have come to see that there isn't space and time
separately, but just a space-time manifold that can be foliated (divided into space
and time) in different ways, none of which is physically distinguished. Your
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rest frame is as good as mine. So, why bother developing a tense logic at all
[Massey, 1969]?
One reaction to this worry is to develop a tense logic that is based on the
Jvlinkowskian partial ordermg of causal c01mectability in special relativistic
space-time. In that orderh1g, which is branching to the past as well as to the
future, incomparability is not a sign of incompatibility like in branching time,
but of space-like relatedness, or causal isolatedness. A munber of interesting
results in this area are surveyed by [Uckelman and Uckelman,2007).
While this body of work manages to reconcile temporal logic and relativity m some fashion, one may wonder whether it isn't possible to establish a
purely temporal tense logic before a relativistic background. This is sli11 an area
of debate, especially among those who want logic to have some metaph:ysical
import. One option is to argue for a physically distinguished rest frame after all
(e.g., based on some notion of cosmic time), ·which would single out a preferred
foliation and thus a preferred time coordh1ate; another option is to work on
the assumption of a metaphysically distinguished time coordh1ate. Rakic ([Rakic,
1997]) has shown that this move is logimlly unobjectionable; both options would
allow one to stay within the standard Priorean paradigm. A further option is to
extend tense logic to cover relativistic space-time in another way: somewhat parallel to the Ockhamist move of introducing a history as an additional parameter
in the semru.1.lic clauses, one can include a reference frame as a further mobile
parameter of truth. This move is unproblematic in so far as a given utterance
context supplies a reference frame of the context, viz., the speaker's rest frame.
Even though Minkowski space-time is only partially ordered, the disct'tssion
-so far para-llels the case . of.linear-time. A semzmtic. parallel to br.andling time,
branching space-times, has been developed by Beh1ap [Belnap, 1992). The logical
properties of branching space-times are the subject of ongoing research; d, e.g.,
[Miiller, tabJ for pointers to the recent literature.

3.3 Temporal Predicate LogiC
The extension of a propositional modal logic to a
of quantified modal
logicis always ru.1h1tricate matter. In fact, many choices need to be made- cf., e.g.,
[Garson, 2006] for a broad, philosophically oriented overview, and Chapter 11
for a succinct presentation of axiomatic and interpretational issues. If anything,
the construction of a system of quantified tense logic is conceptually even more
difficult than in the case of alethic modal logic. This may to a large part be due
to the fact that we have fairly firm but not completely coherent intuitions about
things and their
through time.
Many questions need to be answered. What are we talking about? What
should the universe of discourse for a temporal predicate logic look like? Should
it contah1 ordinary individuals like you and me, which, as we all know, come
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to be and pass <1way; leading to different domains at different moments and the
difficult question of what to do with names of mere have-beens and mere willbes? Or should we try to capture (maybe as a first step) a temporal predicate logic
of some eternal and perhaps ultimately simple objects? And if so, what would
these be? Anyone who has tried to come to grips with atomistic philosophies
like Wittgenstein's Tmctatus knows that these are deep and troubling questions.
The issue may look 'merely metaphysical', but it has obvious and far-reaching
consequences for the logical formalism. Logical modelling and metaphysical
argument tend to go hand in hand here, again substantiating the claim made at
the beginning, viz., that tense logic is a philosophically especially rich subject.
A key question revolves around the so-called temporal Barcan fom1ula,l 6
VxG¢(x)-+ GVx¢(x),

or equivalently,
F3xljr(x)--+ 3xF1/r(x).
While this formula helps one to silnplify the semantics, it seems intuitively
questionable: If it will be the case that there is someone who is flying to Mars,
does this imply that there is someone for whom it wil1 be the case that she is
flying to Mars?
It seems safe to say that no consensus has been reached with respect to
predicate tense logic, and a pragmatic attitude towards the construction of such
systems may often be the most satisfactory choice.
-~------·---·-

3.4 Branching lime and the Logic of Agency
The tempo-modal framework of Ockhamist branching time has been used as a
basis for logics of agency, again bringing formal and philosophical issues very
closely together. The idea behind such logics is to view trutl1 due to agency as a
modus of a proposition, an idea that can be traced back to Anselm of Canterbury.
In stit logics, developed by Belnap and collaborators, a branching time model is
enriched -with agent's choices at moments: Given a setA of agents, for each agent
a E A and each moment 111 E T there is a partition Choice~, of H 111 that respects
undivicledness at m ('no choice behveen undivided histories') and tl1at forms
the basis for the semantics of the sfit ('seeing to it that') connective. Choice~1 (h)
indicates that element of the partition that contains h (presupposil1g h E H 111 ).
The semantic clause then is as follows:

• 1£ r/J =[a Stit]ljr: M,mjh I= if.> iff
(1) for all/1' E Choice~1 (h), M, m/11' I= 1/ri and
(2) there is some It* E Hm for which .;VI, 111/h* F! 1/r.
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Here (1) is a posif:ive condition requiril1g effectiveness of the choice: the embedded sentence 1/{ has to be true on all histories belonging to the choice under
consideration (the choice has to secure the outcome, so to speak}. TI1e negative condition (2) ensures that, e.g., nobody sees to it that 2 + 2 = 4: agency,
on that view, presupposes contingency of the outcome. Harty ([I-Iorty, 2001])
bases his development of a stit logic on a connective without condition (2); this
move is popular in computer science applications. Cf., e.g., [Broersen, 2009]; cf.
[Belnap et al., 2001] for a philosophy-centered overview.
4. Suggested Further Reading

The classic of the field is [Prior, 1967], which contains a wealth of background
material and philosophical discussions. A more modern and more mathematically oriented treatment is given by [van Benthem, 1991]. [Belnap et al., 2001] has
a strong focus on philosophical issues of branching time. The computer science
oriented development of temporal logic is discussed in depth in [Gabbay et al.,
1994, Gabbay et al., 2000].
Notes
1. For the terminology of modal systems as well as for more on Lewis' motivation cf.
Chapterll.
2. In f-act, Prior and other early tense logicians used Polish prefix notation, in which
one-letter connectives are always put before their argcm,ents, making parentheses and
-- special symbois illmecessary~'I'I1e-cormectives are ·v-rriUen NTrtegafioi'i'J;Cc·conditional'), K (think 'konjunction'),A ('alternation', ordisjLmction), and E ('equivalence').
Tense operators are as stated; alethic modal operators are often symbolized as M
(for the weak modality, possibility, 'moglich') and L (necessity). Handling that notation requires a little training. (As an exercise, you may ·wish to translate the formula
CACCKppqpNKpqq into standard infix notation, or trnnscribe some of the proofs in
Prior's original writings.)
3. We give the officialsemanticmlesfor the stro11g operators here, l:re<1ting thewe<lk operators as defined. This way we avoid having to discuss a fine point about axiomatization
later; cf. [Blackburn eta!., 2002, p. 34].
4. As in the propositional calcuh.1s, the use of axiom schemata is thus just a small convenience. In a similar vein, many formal developments of propositional modal or
tense logic do not hesitate to simply t1dd the whole set of propositional tautologies
to the axiom set. The impormnt point to keep in mind is that such moves are just
a convenience in contradistinction to, e.g., the axiomatization of Peano arithmetic
in first-order logic, where an axiom schema is needed essentially. First-order Peano
arithmetic is not finitely axiomatizable; the logics we are dealing with here are finitely
axiom, the conjunction of the separate <1xioms,
axiomatizable. (Thus in fact, a
would be sufficient.)
5. In fact, if one views tempor11llogic ns a bimodal logic based on two independent accessibility rela lions, these two axioms are strong enough to force the accessibility relations
to be each other's converse.
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6. A tnbleatlx-based proof is given, e.g., in [Rescl1er and Urquhart, 1971, Chapter VI].
7. It is possible to tackle irreflexivity syntactically at the level of rules: The so-called
Gabbay nue, from an unconditional proof of -.q A Hq -+ <P to infer <P (where q is
an atomic proposition not occurring in t/>), is valid for Kt. While this adds no new
theorems in K 1, it forces irreflexlvity for extensions of Kt. Cf., e.g., [Gabbay et al.,
1994, Chapter 3.2].
8. As ir1 modal logic (cf. Chapter 11) it is customary to
systems by concatenating the names of the rh:ar~.ctr>ri,;Hr
9. This assertion has to be taken with a grain of salt.
backward and forward linear. But full triclwtomy also
line - any hvo points have to be comparable while
linearity holds, e.g., if there are two unconnected lines. In
cannot 'see' disjoint unions. Cf. [Blackburn et al., 2002, Ch. for a survey of this and
similar results leading to the celebrated Goldblatt-Thomason theorem.
10. Due to the 'local' nature of the tense-logical modalities, global characteristics like the
cardinality of such a flow are beyond the power of
cllaracterization. To
give a very simple example, no tense-logical characterization can distinguish behveen
a single copy of the rationals and any number of disjoint
(where that n=ber
could be any infinite cardinal). See also note 9.
11. From here it is a short step to speculations that the limited amom1t of explicit tenses
in English may be due to some sucl1 collapsing property.
12. To cite Prior on the matter: 'Before God, or whoever it is that is responsible for these
things, had decided to make parrots, 'There are
to be parrots" wasn't true at
all' [Prior, 1976, p. 128] .
13. The philosophy-driven discussion given in what follows is parallelled in computer science by a discussion of the relative merits of (Peircean) 'computational tree logic' CTL
and its Ockhamist alternative, CTL*.We will keep the discussion at the philosophical
level, referring the computer-science interested reader instead to, e.g., [Gabbay et al.,
2000, Chapter 3]. Cf. also [0hrstmm and Haste, 1995] for more historical background
infom1ation .
. 1.4.....A.simplificatianis.p.ossiblein.discret.e.J:ime.:.D.ne.catlsimply..do
uper~
a tor, leave the semantics for Gas in Kt above, and give a specific semantics to the 'next
time' modality X (see Section 2.1.5): instead of the F-analogue existential quantification over immediate successors, one can read X as 'inevitably, at the next time step',
employing universal quantification over immediate successors. This move avoids
the second-order aspects of quantification over branches, and thus leads to a much
more tractable logic. Cf. [Gabbay et al., 2000, p. 65]. At any rate, the interpretational
problems mentioned below remain.
15. The question arises whether the valuation V should remain, like in standard tense
logic, a function from the atomic propositions to the powerset of T. Prior ([Prior,
1967, p. 123]) discusses the issue; Thomason ([Thomason, 2002, p. 214]) gives an
argument to the effect that V should map the atomic propositions to subsets ofT x Hist
instead: this way, all instances of the future necessitation rule could be preserved.
Lacking a full axiomatic framework for Ockhamist tense
we leave this matter
open.
16. Interesting questions can also be asked with respect to the formula's converse; again,
see Chapter 11 for more infom1ation.
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